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Abstract: LabView is a very powerful NI graphical programming language that 

can be used to design and build many executable programs to support 

education. These programs can be used in classes to support lectures and labs 

that are currently used in the education of students. The programs’ design is 

based on need defined by the instructor. Since LabView is so intuitive, students 

can quickly develop job skills by building these programs. The programs can 

then be deployed as executable programs that can be loaded and used on 

personal and school computers.

History: Hired  Work Student to write programs to support engineering 

programs and grants. Emily Kwolek (IT Student) was hired without any previous 

experience with LabView and began to work on updating and writing LabView 

Programs. 



Strategy: Setup a Google Drive with this structure

1 - Initial 2 - Under Review 3 - Deployed 4 - Retired

1. Initial – contains reference material and initial program

2. Under Review – working directory of programs being developed

3. Deployed – VI and EXE files that can be installed on GRE computers

4. Retired – Programs which have been replaced



Program Name Version Deployed Analog Digital Mechanical MEMS Other

1 555 designer (lab 9) L9D 1 yes X

2 6 Gate 6G 1.1 1.1 yes X

3 Boolean's theorems BTP 2.0 2 yes X

4 capacitive and inductive reactance XC & XL 1.3 1.3 yes X

5 component calculators version 1.4 1.4 no X

6 coplanar equal angle CEA 1.0 1 no X

7 coplanar unequal angle CUA 1.0 1 no X

8 Data Aquisiton Control DAC 2.1 yes X

9 data trimmer Data Trimmer 1.0 1 no X

10 ibeam ibeam 1.1 1.1 no X

11 KOH KOH_rev A rev A no X

12 miniLou MiniLou 1 yes X

13 miniLou hardware MLHI 1.1 1.1 no X

14 miniLou virtual hardware MLVI 1.0 1.2 no X

15 number conversions NCP 1.7 1.7 yes X X

16 op amp filters op amp filters 1.8 1.8 no X

17 parallel plate capacitor PPC 1.5 1.5 yes X

18 Pressure Sensor Process PSP 1.1 1.1 yes X

19 RC & RL time constant RC & RL 1.8 1.8 yes X

20 resistor tolerance program RTP 1.8 1.8 yes X

21 Rooter no X

22 slider Slider 1.0 1 no X

23 Wheatstone Bridge no X X

24 wire resistance WRC 1.4 1.4 yes X

25 wire resistance with temp WRC 1.4 1.4 yes X

Programs: Status and types of programs created

Deployed program are loaded on GRE computers and include VI and EXE versions 



Dialog with Emily - So how did you learn LabView? 

[7/18 10:13 AM] Andrew Bell
I would like to talk to you about "how you learned LabView" Back 100721 I setup a Google Drive for our 
LabView programs and you were off to the races. I may have provided you access with 
https://www.ivytechengineering.com/LabView/ how did you get started and how did you write the 
LabView programs? 

[7/18 11:27 AM] Emily L Kwolek
First I watched those videos, and followed along making the thermometer converter. Then I looked at each 
program and how it functioned. When I met with something unfamiliar, I searched online for either the NI 
database or community for people who have had similar problems. 

[7/18 11:39 AM] Emily L Kwolek
Also, not all of the latest programs that have been deployed are in that PowerPoint. Missing are Boolean's 
Theorems, Number Conversions, Capacitive and Inductive Reactance, RC & RL time constant, and the 
Resistor Tolerance Program.

[7/18 11:41 AM] Emily L Kwolek
I did document Boolean's Theorems and Number Conversions in a different PowerPoint though. Not sure 
which one at the moment.

https://www.ivytechengineering.com/LabView/


[7/18 12:45 PM] Andrew Bell
ok, so watching the videos and then looking at the various programs to understand how things are done?

[7/18 12:48 PM] Emily L Kwolek
Yes, I learn best by doing something while step-by-step instructions are shown, so that part went very 
quickly. Then for when I ran into problems I emulated how other people solved similar problems, adjusting 
for how the program in question was meant to run.

[7/18 12:48 PM] Emily L Kwolek
Good news BTW, I was able to get AltSpace running on both the Oculus II and my PC.

[7/18 12:49 PM] Andrew Bell
Did you just Google the questions you had or did you use anything from NI?

[7/18 12:50 PM] Emily L Kwolek
The only things I used directly from NI were the datasheets for each module to understand how to set up 
inputs and outputs on the more complicated modules. Everything else I just Googled and found results on 
the NI Community forums.



[7/18 12:51 PM] Andrew Bell
I believe the way you learned LabView is a good way to learn it. Using examples and asking questions. We 
also had some documentation on what the programs needed to do and I gave you feedback as you 
developed the code. It makes sense ...

[7/18 12:53 PM] Emily L Kwolek
Right. And as I learned more about what LabVIEW can do, I was able to listen to your feedback and 
immediately have ideas pop into my head as to how to implement them and what is the most feasible way 
to do things.

[7/18 12:56 PM] Andrew Bell
Do you think the pace of writing the programs and doing edits was too fast, too slow or about right in terms 
of the pressure you may have felt. How about deploying the software, making executable programs and 
other tasks related to the LabView programs?

[7/18 12:59 PM] Emily L Kwolek
I never really felt a big pressure, there were a few days where I worked on it as much as I could but couldn't 
get anywhere until I took a break from it and looked at it with fresh eyes the next day, but most of the time 
I just made the edits necessary in a couple of hours or so and submitted it for the next day's review. 
Deploying the software/making executables was probably the easiest part. Once I had the software 
programmed, it was a very simple matter to get it working on the GRE computers.



[7/18 1:02 PM] Andrew Bell
I suspect that you enjoyed the tasks and found the development of these programs fun and enjoyable? The 
method I sometimes use for learning in my courses is "discovery based learning" which allow student to 
discover how do things. Was this acceptable to you. 

[7/18 1:03 PM] Emily L Kwolek
I did find the development of software very rewarding. It's great to plug away at a problem for hours or 
days and then finally, finally it works exactly the way you want it to. And yes, your method of allowing me to 
discover solutions on my own made the material stick in my brain all the better.

LabView is a graphical programing language that was develop by NI and is used in industry. LabView is 
taught in some of our engineering courses. These comments were made by Emily Kwolek, a student 
worker in the IT program, with no LabView programing background. She developed and updated 
numerous programs that were converted to executables and deployed to our GRE computers for student 
use. Emily worked part time for about 4 hours per day from October 2021 till July 2022. 
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